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Enclosure A

Meeting with Metropolitan Edison

June 29. 1971

1. Halon System

Mr. Brannen of GAI offered these details on the Halon system. The
air inlet tunnel is divided into 4 zones, each with its own Halon
supply and initiation instrumentation. The Halon details are:

Zone Halon Quantity Halon Concentration

1 1100 lb. 20.5%
2 600 lb. 27.1%
3 300 lb. 14.1%
4 500 lb. 4.9%

All 4 zones, uniformly Totsi of 2500 lb. 10%
mixed

Each of the four zones has UV and pressure sensors. The reaction time
is 235 maec. or less for discharge of all Halon. The UV sensor reaction
time is 50 msec., much shorter than the flame propagation time.

.

There are 500-600 of these Halon systems in use. There is approximately
one operation per week from these systems; there are no known failures
to fire. Any Halon actuation at TMI-1 turns on all three water deluge
systems.

A

In addition, accelerometers, explosive vapor mixture detectors, and
temperature detectors shut down the fans and close the fire dampers.

For routine testing, the explosive actuator on the Halon bottle is dis-
connected, and connected to a flash bulb. A quartz lamp is fired at a
UV detector; the proper actuation sequence is indicated by the flash
bulb's firing. Actuators are inspected quarterly and replaced annually.
A continuous check on the circuitry is provided by a supervisory current
through each actuator. An alarm is sounded if continuity is lost. The
AP actuator will trigger the Halon at about 0.5 psi; calculated over-
pressure is about 0.8 psi for a combustion.

/

We told Met-Ed that we would review this information p;ior to discussing
technical specifications. The present set of tech specs does not discuss
fire suppression under the Surveillance category.
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2. Iodine Removal Sprays

We told Met-Ed that we were in the process of calculating iodine removal
using the ORNL-code, SPRAY-2. We gave them a current code listing and a
copy of our input assumptions.

3. Meteoroloav

K. Woodard had a presentation on a revised data analysis which appeared
to support X/Q = 6 x 10 " (instead of 10 x 10 "). E. Markee thought

~ ~

Woodard had used the split-sigma approach incorrectly, in regard to
Slade's methods. More analysis is being done.

4 DH Isolation Valve

We told them that we were reexamining our previous contention that the
inboard isolation valve between the RCS and decay heat system should
also have a high-pressure interlock to debar inadvertent opening.

5. Fuel Pool Concrete Deficiency

Met-Ed reviewed the sequence of events that took place on a fuel pool'

interior wall in January 1971. Fresh concrete was poured on existing
concrete; the interface was +28'F, in violation of snees and ACI code.
The fresh concrete was at 45'F, in conformance with specs. The wall
is 5 feet thick, for shielding purposes. The maximum design stress is
about 300 psi,

s.

A core sample was taken at the cold interface. The compressive strength
was about 4000 psi. According to the new ACI-318 spec, the minimum for
a core-drilled specimen is 0.75 f', which is less than 4000 psi for this

The measured tensile sErength was 395 pai.concrete.

Measured temperature in the fresh concrete was 45'F; the upper exposed
face was %60*F.

We told Met-Ed that this problem appeared to be resolved, although a
summary on the record would be needed.

6. * Rod Ejection Analysis

a. Dose Calculation

B&W discussed their revised model which assumes a total carryover of
primary coolant to the secondary of 50 gal., on the basis of a calculated
pressure-time history of the RCS. They performed a small break analysis
for a 2-in. break; the secondary side of the OTSG can be isolated in 400
seCords.
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With this assumption of only 50 gallons carryover, Instead of 1200 gal,
in 2 hours as previously used, the dose calculations show values less
than 100 rem. A separate memo has been written to describe the revised
dose calculation model.

b. Kinetica

B&W has revised its kir.etics calculations by performing some TWIGL
calculations (reference WAPD-TM-783). Calculations were done at
0% and 100% of power. An r-z geometry was used, with 6 radial and
3 axial zones.

The results were:

100% BOL Peak / Ave. Fuel Enthalphy, cal /gm
Power TWIGL Point TWIGL Point

Kinetics Kinetics

aK

0.38 3.04 3.24 125 150
0.83 2.67 3.24 174 225

,

0%, BOL

AK

.
0.56 4.1 3.24 38 60
0.83 4.1 3.24 48 71

They used 200 cal /gm as the point of incipient melting. No scram was
assumed. B&W is preparing a revision to the FSAR documenting the above.

We offered no immediate conclusions.

7. Vibration Monitoring for Loose Parts

Met-Ed said that they were following developments. We urged them to be
more specific in the future.

%
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8. Failed Fuel Dete tion

Met-Ed said that they had considered other types than gamma detection,
including Cerenkov effect and anion bed. We told them to be prepared
to discuss those alternatives if requested.

9. Post-Accident Instrumentation

We discussed the provisions for the plant operator in following the
course-of-accident. We told Met-Ed to have a summary prepared for the
next ACRS meeting.

10. Boronometer

Met-Ed said that they were watching the serviceability of a boronometer
to see if it is worthwhile. We told them that they should be more specific,
and have available a verbal description of what system they were watching.

11. Industrial Security

Met-Ed will file something soon, but it will be only a couple of pages
long. We had no comment.

, 12. Pipe Whip Restraints

At our request, Met-Ed brought in a sample calculation of pipe whip
restraint. Their example was a 24-in, main steam line. They considered
as forces the exit momentum and pressure. They used the Moody model for
critical flow. The caJ ulated force was 506 kips, acting in any direction.
They considered both splits and guillotine ruptures. The restraint *
analysis considered:

a. spacing
b. collar design
c. framing design, to floor or wall
d. anchorage design

Plastic analysis was used.

We said that we would ask for a summary on the record, and for an informal.

copy of the details.
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" Enclosure B

List of Attendees
Meeting With Metropolitan Edison

June 29, 1971

AEC

D. F. B .s, DRL
E. Markme, DRL
H. Richings, DRS
M. Dunenfield, DRS
G. Arndt, DRS
J. Henderson, CO

Met-Ed

J. G. Herbein
J. J. Colitz
J. L. Wise
K. Woodard (PLA)
E. G. Roome
J. Bachofer

B&W
.

W. S. Delicate
W. A. Cobb -

T. O. Johnson
C. D. Russell
R. B. Borsum

6.

Gilbert Associates

F. Symons |4hh ]]9
W. Meek
V. H. Willems
A. M. Larson
W. A. Brannen
K. E. Nodland
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